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Today, accident events with catastrophic consequences are mostly due the inadequate 

conditions of existing infrastructures for user safety, not only for their old age, but also for 

the increase of passenger and freight traffic. When accidents occur, feeling and costs are 

involved and they can be very heavy either for human death or direct and indirect costs 

respectively related to the necessary reconstruction works and use interruption of the 

infrastructure. After bad accidents occurred in Europe since the ’90 (Mont Blanc tunnel, 

France-Italy 1999 with 39 deaths, Tauren tunnel Austria 1999 with 12 deaths, Saint 

Gotthard tunnel, Switzerland 2001 with 11 deaths), the recent trend about safety of 

infrastructures is to operate in advance adopting adequate safety measures resulting from 

proper risk analyses. This leads the international Community to approach the safety 

problem in terms of user prevention and protection. The infrastructure safety project must 

be designed, realized and managed with reference to proficient risk models that allow to 

optimize investments and phase them timewise depending on real demands. The 

proposed method consists in designing the safety project of the infrastructure through 

which it is today possible to associate the users’ risk to the type, intensity and reliability of 

all implemented works aimed to limit risk levels within acceptable values. The proposed 

method allows to have an objective evaluation of the infrastructure dangerousness in order 

to operate with prevention up to an acceptable safety level. Consequently, the adoption of 

this approach for a specific infrastructure allows the social community to spend less money 

than the necessary amount to spend in case of a catastrophic event, particularly in terms 

of social cost for use stoppage of the infrastructure itself.. 

After the catastrophic accidents of the Mont Blanc tunnel, the Tauren Tunnel, the 

Saint Gotthard tunnel and the Channel tunnel, the European Community has issued a 

series of regulations about safety for road and railway infrastructures. These guidelines 

are based on performance rules that define the main safety actions and the criteria for 

checking their sufficiency for risk evaluation, the related maintenance and monitoring 

operations as well as the emergency management plans that the infrastructure Operators 

shall apply in cooperation with the rescue staff. This regulatory approach, already well 

adopted in Europe, has been counting good results for 10 years with a visible reduction of 

accident consequences in change of lower investments than those to sustain in case of 

catastrophic events. A good example is given by the Mont Blanc accident for which the 

involved Community had to spend 600 million euros, whereas investments for tunnel 

safety improvement and equipment amount to 4-6 million euros per kilometer; therefore, 



with an overall length of 11600 m, the investment for the Mont Blanc tunnel would have 

been only 70 million euros if made in advance. 

The article will illustrate the experience acquired within the last 10 years on road, 

railway and metro tunnel across Europe and, in particular, it will explain the safety design 

method. The method consists in identifying risks as possible causes of catastrophic events 

such as fires, derailments and collisions whose consequences are amplified in a confined 

tunnel space. Based on those risks with worst consequences, the method allows to identify 

the proper actions to undertake in terms of structure design solutions, mechanical and 

electrical equipment as well as use management in order to improve the accident 

prevention and guarantee the user protection. Moreover, the method allows one to verify 

the sufficiency of the required operations through the risk analysis (EURAM). The risk 

analysis can quantify the infrastructure risk by means of the risk curves as drawn on the 

fatality/probability plot. Finally, comparing the risk curves associated to different design 

solutions and implementing the ALARP criterion, it is possible to optimize the required 

interventions in terms of cost and safety advantage. The Method ends reporting the 

maintenance and monitoring plans for all pieces of safety equipment chosen by the 

designer as well as the emergency management plan that identifies the involved subjects 

and the time for rescue in case of a relevant accident. 


